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What is typography?








Why study typography?













Latin script (Fraktur variant)
Type Alphabet
Languages European languages
Time period 12th century – 1946
Parent systems  / Latin script
Carolingian minuscule
Latin script (Fraktur variant)
Child systems / Fraktur¹, Kurrentschrift, in-
cluding Sütterlin / Fraktur and black letter are 
sometimes used interchangeably.



Blackletter, also known as Gothic script or Gothic minuscule, 

was a script used throughout Western Europe from approxi-

mately 1150 to well into the 17th century. It continued to be 

used for the German language until the 20th century. Fraktur 

is a notable script of this type, and sometimes the entire group 

of faces is known as Fraktur. Blackletter is sometimes called 

Old English, but it is not to be confused with the Old English 

language, despite the popular, though mistaken, belief that the 

language was written with blackletter. The Old English (or An-

glo-Saxon) language predates black letter by many centuries, 

and was itself written in the insular script.





What is graphic design?













what is graphic?





















What is design?

















What is advertising?













What is the role
of advertising?













Why advertising?



Advertsing with
typography?









What is the role of 
typography?







How can typography 
be of service to
advertising?











What is service?



What is the
mission of USF?



What are the
core values of USF?



What is practice?



What is social?



What is social
practice?



How does
advertising relate to
the concept of
social practice?



words to associate
integrate
anthropology
editor
author
jesuit



author
jesuit



What is
the purpose?















What is the
message?









Write your own
message?

























hopeful.









Exercise 01

Design a billboard advertisement
to inform, persuade, promote,
educate about who you are.



Photograph a billboard in the
city and alter it with your own
typographic message.



The rules:
Any typeface.
White billboard.
Black typography. 







to laugh often...



Course syllabus +
structure



http://www.papress.com/other/
thinkingwithtype/index.htm


